Marietta Martial Arts can make the birthday
experience the best one your child has ever had and
the easiest one you have ever planned!
Here’s what MMA will do:
 Provide free karate birthday party invitations
 Your child will be the ‘star of the show’ as the Assistant Instructor, bowing the group in and
out and will demonstrate several basic techniques that we teach the group (under our
complete direction and supervision, of course.) More importantly, MMA will also emphasize
the importance of courtesy and respect in the martial arts
 Karate skills games played – including Ninja Dodge ball against the Parents
 Just before your child bows out the group, MMA will make a special presentation of an
“Future Instructor” certificate, suitable for framing.
 Your child will cut the cake with a real samurai sword
 Provide goodie bags for the party guests.
 Best of all - MMA will take care of the cleanup so you can enjoy the celebration!

Here is a checklist of what you will need to bring to the party:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Cake, cake cutter & drinks – Please NO other food allowed
Candles & lighter/matches
Paper goods (plates, napkins, forks, cups)
Decorations (including table cloths – 3 tables) – MMA will assist with the decorating!
Signed waivers for all non-MMA students (provided with the invitations)

Since our Martial Arts Birthday Party is a great value for everyone and it includes
unlimited guests, the party schedule fills up fast!
MMA student’s price is only $199
Former-MMA or ASP student’s price is $249
So please call us today to reserve your date!
Marietta Martial Arts @
East Lake
2145 Roswell Rd
770-321-1371

Marietta Martial Arts @
Lower Roswell
4970 Lower Roswell Rd
404-200-8957

Marietta Martial Arts @
Shallowford
4401 Shallowford Rd
404-369-9712
8/9/16

Birthday Party Food Policy
At Marietta Martial Arts
Dear Parents,
We are so excited that you have chosen to have your child's birthday party at Marietta Martial Arts. We
know this will be one of the easiest and most enjoyable parties you will have ever hosted!
Many parents have asked us about bringing food (other than the cake) to the party, unfortunately extra
food has created too many problems. We have tried to limit the amount of food or the types of food
allowed. We have even attempted to talk to the birthday party parents and the visiting parents but in
many cases our requests are quickly forgotten during the excitement of the party.
We have packed the 1.5-hr birthday party full of fun and exciting martial arts games and drills. There is
only a specified amount of time allotted for the children to eat cake. We have found that if parents bring
additional food or refreshments, this causes the birthday party activities to go off track and the birthday
party child may not be able to do the grand finale of the birthday party.
The other reason is due to the mess created and extra cleaning required when additional food and
refreshments are brought in. Inevitably, kids will be kids, and watermelons will be karate chopped, potato
chips will spill and get trampled on or grapes will be thrown and a food fight will ensue. With our
birthday parties being booked back-to-back, we are limited on the amount of clean up time before the next
party can start. In addition, our instructor team works very hard to ensure that your child has a clean
environment to train in during their next class.
Please honor our policy that no outside food or drink, other than cake and juice boxes (or water), are
allowed during MMA's birthday parties.
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. We look forward to celebrating your child's birthday
soon!

Sincerely,
MMA Team
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